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Expected results:

Sociolinguistics
Albanian Language and Literature(BA)

4 year, 8 semester
Compulsory
15 weeks 2+1
4
Target of sociolinguistics. Sociolinguistics links with other disciplines.
Sociolinguistics and linguistics. Overview of studies of the Albanian foreign
sociolinguistic. Sociolinguistic development of the child. Speaking about the
acquisition of the child: the role of simulation and model that provides the child with
the relevant social community. Language and society; social communities, language
communities and communities of communication, language units and their social
interconnection. Some reviews about the Albanian euphemism. Variety language languages, dialects. Standard languages and their formation; standardization of
Balkan languages. Formation of standard Albanian. Contacts language, change the
code and change the style. Albanian contacts with other languages in the Prizren
meeting. Language, culture and thought. Speech as social interaction. Quantitative
study of discourse. Quantitative research methods of teaching. Linguistic inequality
and social inequality.
Linguistic prejudice, stereotypes, prejudices teachers and students. The role of
social factors in the adaptation of speech. Linguistic adaptation. Sociolinguistics
applied. Some socio-cultural problems. Conduct social and linguistic differences:
age, gender, ethnic group, educational level, etc. Languages at the meeting
(contact). Multilingualism, bilingualism and diglosia. Pixhin and Creole languages.
Linguistic reality in Kosovo and their status. Sociolinguistic trial for a review of the
impact of Albanian from neighboring non- neighboring languages.
The main purpose of this course is to familiarize students with the format of
language studies in relation to social communities. It is important to understand the
impact of social factors in teaching and be aware of the different varieties of
language that exist within a social community and that sense of linguistic variation
are recognized with the Albanian language. Based on various studies sociolinguistic
derived from the use of language, this course focuses on how language constructs
and reflect the different structures of society and their impact on language and the
role of social factors in determining the shape of i
After completing this course, students will be able to:
1. To know the basic concepts in the field of sociolinguistics and get acquainted with
basic sociological problems of the Albanian language.
2. Be able to understand how language and speech functions within social
communities and communities speaking and understand the importance of
language in social interaction, as well as understand how it is stratified and how it
works within the Albanian language Albanian community.
3. To recognize the interdependence of linguistic phenomena phenomena social,
political and cultural.
4. To identify the different varieties of the Albanian language, in addition to standard
language, and to know the history of the Albanian standardization process.
5. To recognize sociolinguistic research methods of teaching and be able to make

sociolinguistic research.
6. The role of social factors in determining the shape of human inter-communication.
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Teaching methodology:
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Evaluation
criteria:

Literature:

methods

Lectures, seminars, probative tests, presentations, final test
and

Account:
01- 49 = 5, 50-60 = 6, 61-70 = 7, 71-80 = 8, 81-90 = 9, 91-100 = 10
1. Gjovalin Shkurtaj, Sociolinguistika, ShBLU, Tiranë, 1996, 1999; ribotim: Toena,
Tiranë, 2003.
2. Richard A. Hudson, Sociolinguistika, Dituria, Tiranë, 2002; Kumanovë, 2007.
3. Gjovalin Shkurtaj, Sociolinguistikë e shqipes (nga dialektologjia te etnografia e të
folurit), Morava, Tiranë, 2013.
Additional literature:
4. Gjovalin Shkurtaj, Etnografi e të folurit të shqipes, ShBLU, Tiranë, 2004; Morava,
Tiranë, 2010..
5. Gjovalin Shkurtaj, Kundrime gjuhësore, Pegi, Tiranë, 2007.
6. Rexhep Ismajli, “Në gjuhë” dhe “për gjuhë”, Dukagjini, Pejë, 1998.
7. Rexhep Ismajli, Standarde dhe identitete, Dukagjini, Pejë, 2003.

